


2020 Jim Maude Memorial e-Xperts Trial 
 

Regulations 

 
General  
 
1. The Jim Maude Memorial e-Xperts Trial will be a navigational exercise conducted 
entirely online. 

 

2. It will be start at 7:00 pm on Saturday 11 July 2020 and conclude at midnight Sunday  
12 July 2020, by which time all entries must be submitted.  

 

3. Director:    Geoff Byron, byron@graytech.com.au. 

    Course Checkers:  Craig and Karen Mackenzie  

 

4. The event is intended to give entrants a taste of the style of Experts navigational trials, 
as learnt by the Director from the likes of Jim Maude and Stuart Lister.   
 
5. The schedule of dates/times: 

 

Date  Time Item 

Sat 11 July 2020 7pm Event Start.  

PDFs of maps with via locations and route instructions 
posted to the HRA website. 

Sun 12 July 2020 Midnight Event finish.  

Deadline for all route submissions to be completed and 
emailed.  

Competitors Out Of Late Running Time 

 
Navigation  
 
6. The Event’s supplied maps will be marked up with control and via locations.  

 

7. Given that competitors may enlarge the maps arbitrarily, the “2mm rule”, shall not 
apply. In lieu a 50m on the ground (as measure using Google Maps) rule shall apply. This 
means that locations submitted will need to be within 50 metres on the ground to the 
location the Director deems them to be.  

 

8. All vias, whether they be MRJs, UMRJs or other features, will be visible on Google 
Maps, using appropriate magnification levels. At times tracks may be obscured by trees 
or be somewhat vague due to infrequent use but will be visible over sufficient distance to 
be discernible.  
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Submission and scoring  
 
9. Entrants must submit, by email to byron@graytech.com.au , a KML file which captures 
a mark-up of Google Maps satellite view using Placemarks for the following:  

 

a. The location of each Major Control, appropriately labelled, eg. “Control 1”.  

b. The location of each Via, appropriately labelled, eg. “Via 1”.  

c. Where directions of entry or exit to or from controls or vias are specified in the 
route instructions, a short length of line must be plotted and submitted to indicate 
that direction. 

d. Any lines of instruction within the route instructions following the word “Advice” are 
just that and there is no need to plot the result of that advice as part of your 
submission. 

 
NOTE: A sample map can be viewed at:  
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19Ly0ks_k137ETBeAzthRmH9El4QrHNYZ&usp=sharing 

 
In the above sample, the route instruction specified: 
(i) a Start Control; 
(ii) Vias 1, 2, 3, 4;  
(iii) Control 1; 
(iv) an entry direction to Vias 1 and 2,  
(v) an exit from Via 3;  

 
You will see short coloured lines indicating those entry and exit directions. In many cases 
no via and control entry/exit directions will be specified in the Event. 
 
Penalties 
 
10. Penalties will be applied as follows:  
 

a. Failing to mark or mislocating a major control by greater than 50m: 60 points  
 

b. Failing to mark or mislocating a via by greater than 50m: 30 points  
 

c. Direction of entry or exit that is different to that specified in relation to any correctly 
located major control or Via: 15 points 
 

d. Deviating by greater than 50 metres from an identifiable road or track specified as 
Shortest Mapped Route or otherwise specified to be followed: 15 point per road 
segment (a road segment is between two mapped or specified unmapped 
junctions or between instructions on a route chart). Notwithstanding this, where 
two or more roads are close together it is important that your trace correctly shows 
which one you are using.  

 
11. In the event of clean sheets or other instances of tied penalty points lost, results 
will be split based on the time signature on emailed results. Earlier submissions will 
defeat later submissions that have lost the same navigational penalty score. 
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Appendix – use of Google Maps (thanks again to Ian Richards)  
 
The easiest way to plot the route and create a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file is 
using Google Maps. It is also possible to do this with other tools, including Google Earth, 
but these instructions apply only to Google Maps using Google Chrome on a PC (other 
browsers may or may not work). Doing this on a phone may be possible but is not 
recommended.  
 
It is strongly recommended that you familiarise yourself with these tools prior to the event. 
To this end, a training a Practice Route Instruction has been created and will be posted to 
the HRA website one week prior to the Event. 
 
1. You will need a Google Account (you will certainly have one if you have an Android 
phone, but otherwise it is easy to create one for free). Ensure you have logged into your 
Google account.  

 

2. Go to Google Maps, ie. https://www.google.com.au/maps  

 

3. Use the top left menu (the three horizontal bars to the left of the map search field) to 
select “Your Places” then click on the “Maps” tab. If you have any other maps, they 
should be visible here.  

 

4. At the bottom, select “CREATE MAP”. A new tab or window should open.  

 

5. In the box at top left you should see “Untitled map”. Click on this and give your map a 
name, e.g. “e-Xperts Trial – Fred Bloggs” then Save. You should note that everything you 
do is being automatically saved to your Google Drive.  

 

6. You probably have a “map” view at present so you can zoom in to the start location (or 
use the search box, but best to then delete the light green search result before 
proceeding).  

 

7. Now at the bottom of the box at top left select “Base map” and choose “Satellite”.  

HINT: It seems impossible in this view (known as “My Maps”) to switch off the labels, 
including the overlays of what Google thinks are roads. Therefore, it may be useful to use 
a separate Google Earth or Google Maps or window with labels turned off in order to see 
the actual roads more clearly on the satellite/aerial photography.  

 

8. You can now proceed to mark up the map with your control locations and route for 
each section. Items you create will go into the “Untitled layer” (no need to use layers 
unless you really want to!). Use the toolbar buttons as follows from left to right:  

 

 a. The undo button – useful if you make a mistake.  

  

 b. The redo button – useful if you didn’t mean to undo!  

  

 c. Hand – so you can move the map around and select items. Note that you can use 
the mouse wheel (if you have one) or the +/- buttons at bottom right to zoom in/out.  
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 d. Add a marker – use this to mark control and via locations. Click on the map where 
you want it to go (you can pick it up and drag it around or zoom in and do fine 
adjustments). You can then give it a name, e.g. “Control 1”. No need for a description. 
After you Save you can also set the colour or choose a different icon if you wish 
(symmetrical icons look better on the map). Later you can click to select the point, then 
choose the edit button change the name or icon.  

  

 e. Draw lines, ONLY use the “Add a line or shape”. Use this when the route 
instructions actually specify: 

  (i) Directions of entry or exit to control/via locations  

 (ii) Lengths of Mapped Road to be followed 

 (iii) Shortest Mapped Route  

 To do this click at the start then move along the road single clicking to continue at each 
bend or junction, or double click to end. You can then give it a name, e.g. “Via 1 entry”, 
or Via 3 SMR. After you Save you can also change the colour and line width (I suggest 
you widen the line a bit so it can be more easily seen).  

 Note: You can go back and change or do fine adjustments on individual points on lines 
or you can insert intermediate points. Right click on a point to choose to delete it. Right 
click on the start or end point to choose to extend the line. Don’t forget the Undo button 
if you make a big error!  

  

 f. Add directions button – don’t use this!  

  

 g. Measure distances ruler – this is useful for measuring on the map!  
 
9. You can re-order items in the layer by picking them up and dragging them to a new 
location in the list of items.  

 

10. You can get out of all this and come back later. Re-enter Google Maps, select “Your 
places” and the “Maps” tab and you should see your map. Click on: “Open in My Maps” to 
continue editing, or to do the export below.  

 

11. Once your map is complete you can export it to a KML file. Click on the three vertical 
dots to the right of your map name and then choose “Export to KML/KMZ” from the menu. 
Choose: ”Entire map” and tick “Export as KML”. The KML file will then be downloaded, 
probably into your Downloads folder. You might want to move it from there.  

 

12. If you want to check that the KML file is complete you can create a new map and 
import it to see what it looks like. Of course it should look exactly the same as the map 
you had before!  
 

13. You are then ready to email your map to the Director: byron@graytech.com.au 

 


